Multiple tests are designed to test a whole collection of null hypotheses simultaneously. Their quality is often judged by the false discovery rate (FDR), i.e. the expectation of the quotient of the number of false rejections divided by the amount of all rejections. The widely cited Benjamini and Hochberg (BH) step up multiple test controls the FDR under various regularity assumptions. In this note we present a rapid approach to the BH step up and step down tests. Also sharp FDR inequalities are discussed for dependent p-values and examples and counter-examples are considered. In particular, the Bonferroni bound is sharp under dependence for control of the family-wise error rate.
Introduction
The pioneer step up multiple test of Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) is a common and widely applied tool to bound the FDR. Up to now it is cited more than 28000 times. For a survey about multiple testing we refer to Pigeot (2000) and Dudoit and van der Laan (2008) who also sketched applications for instance in the analysis of genome data. Below a very rapid approach to Benjamini and Hochberg type tests is presented. The technical details are mostly special cases of the recent work of Janssen (2015, 2016) , Benditkis (2015) and others, where additional literature is discussed. We learned from the previous work of Benjamini and Yekutieli (2001) , Finner and Roters (2001) , Sarkar (2002) and Blanchard et al. (2014) Below we are mainly concerned with the well established basic independence (BI) assumptions (BI) (1)-(3).
(BI)(1) The set of hypotheses can be divided in the disjoint union I 0 I 1 = {1, ..., m} of unknown portions of true null I 0 and false null I 1 , respectively.
(BI)(2) The vectors of p-values (p i ) i∈I 0 and (p i ) i∈I 1 are independent, where each dependence structure is allowed for the "false" p-values within (p i ) i∈I 1 .
(BI)(3) The p-values (p i ) i∈I 0 of true null hypotheses are independent and stochastically larger (or equal) compared to the uniform distribution on [0, 1], i.e., P (p i x) x for all The amount m 0 := #I 0 (m 1 := #I 1 = m−m 0 ) of true null (false null) is fixed but unknown.
Given a multiple test φ the integers
count the numbers of all rejected null and falsely rejected null, respectively.
It is well known that the control of the type 1 error probability of a multiple test by the family-wise error rate FWER := P (V > 0) is often much too restrictive. To overcome this difficulty the false discovery rate (FDR) was developed as an error control criterion in the 90's. It is defined as the expectation of the false discovery proportion
It is the aim to calculate the FDR of a multiple test and to control the FDR by a prespecified level α ∈ (0, 1), i.e. FDR α.
Results for step up (SU) tests
Consider the order statistics p 1:m p 2:m . . . p m:m of the underlying p-value vector p.
They are compared with given critical values 0 = α 0 < α 1 α 2 . . . α m < 1. The appertaining step up multiple test rejects H i whenever p i α R . Thereby, R is the number of rejections defined by
and max{∅} = 0. The famous so called Benjamini and Hochberg SU test is given by linear critical values α i = b i with
Under the BI assumptions the next Theorem, called BH Theorem, yields its FDR control, see Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) , Benjamini and Yekutieli (2001) and Finner and Roters (2001) . We present a rapid proof which summarizes and focuses various arguments given in the literature.
Theorem 1 (Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) ). Consider the BH step up test given by critical values (3). Under the basic independence assumptions (BI) (1)- (3) we may therefore substitute p by p (i) and R(p) = R(p (i) ) holds. In addition we have in all
Since p i and p (i) are independent we may apply Fubini's Theorem
where first the integration is done via p i and equality holds for uniformly distributed p i .
Definition (1) implies the result.
The presented method of proof has further applications which applies to least favorable configurations of "false p-values" for the FDR.
Theorem 2 (Benjamini and Yekutieli (2001) is non-decreasing. Then the FDR is non-increasing in each p j ,
be non-increasing. Then the FDR is non-decreasing in each p j , j ∈ I 1 .
Proof. The combination of (1) and (4) implies
Note that whenever p j , j ∈ I 1 , increases then R(p (i) ) is non-increasing for each i ∈ I 0 . The different requirements for 
Benjamini and Yekutieli (2001) proved that the SU test using critical values
for the BH test and sufficiently small α under dependence.
The next lemma implies that the upper bound (8) is sharp for m = 2 and α < Proof. In case m 0 = 1 the inequality FDR α 2 holds obviously.
Consider next m 0 = 2. If J 1 , J 2 are two intervals the probability
is bounded by the minimal length of the intervals. Consider
based on the events
. Thus, FDR 2α 1 + (α 2 − α 1 ) proves the inequality.
If α 1 +α 2 < 1 holds, the following joint distribution of (p 1 , p 2 ) for m 0 = 2 yields the equality the conditional distribution P (p 2 ∈ · | p 1 = x) of p 2 given p 1 = x is specified as follows by uniform distributions on subintervals. Put P (p 2 ∈ · | p 1 = x) equal to
It is easy to see that the marginal distribution of p 2 is uniform and FDR= α 1 + α 2 by (9).
Conclusion: Due to the sharp FDR bounds for the Bonferroni test, the BH and
Benjamini and Yekutieli SU tests, respectively, further dependence assumptions are needed if the upper bounds have to be improved for step up tests.
3 Results for step down (SD) multiple tests.
Up to some modifications our method of proof applies to BH-type step down (SD) multiple tests. In contrast to SU tests, see (2) 
Theorem 6 (SD-Theorem). Consider the SD test with
Under BI assumptions we have the inequality
Proof. Analogously to the proof of Theorem 1 (Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) ), equation 8 (4) and Fubini's Theorem provide
where the second term of the right side of (13) may be positive only for SD tests. Note that for i ∈ I 0 the p-values p i only contribute with probability zero to possible ties. The multiplicity m 0 of (12), due to (1), implies the result. 
. Under the BI model the following bound is valid
Proof. Recall the elementary inequality 1 − (1 − α) β > βα for 0 < β < 1. Within the BI asssumption we may condition under the portion (p i ) i∈I 1 which is first assumed to be fixed if m 1 > 0. Define f 1 = min(p i : i ∈ I 1 ). In the following we consider two cases. In contrast to SU tests the FDR is not monotone for SD tests in the sense of Theorem 2. for SD tests. However, for the case p 2 = αU and U we obtain FDR = α 2 − 1 2 P ({ α 2 < p 1 α, α 2 p 2 < α}), due to (13), which yields FDR(p 2 = αU) = . Thus the FDR for SD test is not monotone in p 2 since FDR(p 2 = αU) < FDR(p 2 = U) < FDR(p 2 = (1 − α)U + α)
